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Beautifully presented in a connected version and printed in 448 pages in color, the Designer Affinity Manual is the complete guide that allows you to get the best out of Affinity Designer. From basic skills to sophisticated techniques to design tips, this manual accompanies you every step of the way with
easy-to-use and easy-to-track projects. Buy €44.99 - Send and Handle Let you guide the entire design process, with nine incredible projects created by some of the industry's best cartoonists and illustrators. Learn all the steps they've taken when creating in Affinity Designer, learn how they approach their
work, from idea to lighting, from composition to customer relationship. Ben the Character Drawing Illustrator is based on flat vectors Romain Trystrum Illustration of a light and spectacular reflections Paolo Limoncelli Vector painting and woven hybrid Kevin House Isometric Illustrations Pokedstudio
Illustrations 3D character image Neil Ladkin Brand and the design logo Tom Koszyk Design of UI, UX and application icons At the beginning of each project, you are provided with a link to download all the resources needed for the project. Each stage of each project matches a file, which allows you to
easily visualize the desired result, or even ignore a step if you want! In addition to all projects, the Affinity Designer manual details all the tools and sub-windows that make up the user interface. It also offers a detailed section on basic skills covering all the basic techniques required to carry out projects.
Printed on cardboard on the back of the manual, these perforated keyboard shortcuts can be kept nearby so they can be easily reported. Both sides include shortcuts to the Windows and MacOS versions of Affinity Designer. Here is a sample of the first of Neil Ladkin's two chapters. This project highlights
the customer-drawer relationship and the implementation of projects that meet the customer's expectations. Neil also shows you how to develop a logo. Buy €44.99 - Shipping and Handling Buy €44.99 - Send and Handle Become an expert in Affinity Photography with this rich 488-page color manual.
Created by the Affinity team supported by some world-renowned artists and photographers, you will learn everything you need to know about basic skills to acquire, as well as the most powerful tools and techniques. Thanks to incredible projects provided with sample files Follow, you will put these skills
into practice and get amazing results. It has never been easier to master the limitless possibilities of this amazing application. Learn to control all tools, Personas, options, and sub-windows. Learn how to customize workspace and program shortcut keys to maximize productivity. Chapter 2: Basic skills (p.
86-136) Learn all the tricks and techniques for using and handling mattresses. Use non-destructive adjustment layers. Use Deploy Persona to edit Raw files in high-precision color format. All the other basics you need to know, including creating extremely accurate options. From the challenges of urban
photography to the secrets of HDR, immerse yourself in high-end techniques with these easy-to-use projects. Add dynamism to landscapes Bringing great exposure images to life Edit in HDR Techniques Black and White Lighting an urban landscape depth extension If you want to prepare a project for a
professional print or know the skills required for high quality retouching, it's all about this chapter. Model skin tint settings by density - and density - Assemble and edit panorama Document shape Use images and free fonts Add fog to a scene Create a lens effect Apply distorted grids Adjust layers and
curves With your new know-how, take it to the next level by completing these highly successful projects. Learn how to harness the power of macros, create custom brushes, and manipulate compositions with hundreds of layers. When you complete this chapter, you will be an expert in Affinity
Photography. Melting Dynamic Filter Levels Decomposition Effect Macros Custom Macros Batch Edit Design Techniques Image Composition Lighting Techniques Take a look at an example section To increase your productivity, we've also included five manuals related to keyboard shortcuts on the back
of the manual. They include shortcuts for macOS and Windows versions of Affinity Photo and can be detached and saved so they can be easily reported. Buy €44.99 - Expedition and Handling Affinity Designer quickly takes the graphic designer community by storm. With the recent version of Affinity
Designer for iPad - the parent company Serif is looking to create significant market share in the near future. Tired of Adobe's pricing section? Does Sketch a little too hyperactive for your needs? Well, don't worry, because powerful graphic design software still exists, and mind you, with an attractive pricing
structure too! Affinity Designer gets a lot of praise, and many converts joins the brand as it continues to expand with modern features and a seamless user interface for vector processing. The company is now actively involved in the iPad market, providing a stellar vector editing experience for all Apple
tablet users. You can test the software for yourself in a 10-day trial. These ten days should be more than enough to experiment with many of the tutorials and learning resources that you can find below. Official channel Get yourself fully equipped with the many functions and features of Affinity Designer.
The following resources will give you enough understanding of this amazing app that you'll be able to recreate industry-level designs within days. You can never go wrong by learning directly from the source! The Affinity team has put all their designer videos onto Vimeo - a whopping 94 of them in total.
Each video is at most only 10 minutes, giving you plenty of work to do later. One thing to note about video learning is that videos teach you the basics of specific actions. Creativity is hard to teach, but these videos can give you a solid basis for understanding how software works. Here are some good to
start with: Discover. This tutorial gives you an introductory tour of Affinity Designer, a program that offers truly professional graphic design on your Mac! Learn the basics of the workspace so you can get started as soon as possible. Film Noir Style Illustration. Nat shows you how to use a photo, setting,
pen tool, and global colors to create a Film Noir style image. Artboards: Basics. Learn how to add, select, delete, move, resize, and rename artboards (and zoom in on selection). Workbook videos are great, and you have to watch them, but books can turn out even better! You can get a book without
needing an internet connection, so that means you can hone your skills while on a long train ride. The official affinity design workbook is designed to help you get the most out of this beautiful vector software. The book takes you a journey of designing nine unique projects, with each project submitted by
some of the best talents in biz. In the book, you are going to find both information on how to design as a modern professional, but also have the privilege of learning the best vector design techniques from the real advantages! You'll need an internet connection initially, as you'll need to download the
necessary files for each project so you can work on your machine without interruption. Frankentoon Frankentoon is a small imaging agency that happens to publish quite quite a bit their work for free. They are also publishing some interesting video tutorial on YouTube, check out their Channel
Frankentoon Videos, namely, the Index design result using vector video brushes, since it highlights the level of creativity that these designers are working with. If you go to the Design School section, this is where you are going to find all kinds of exciting Affinity Designer tutorials. Right now, Frankentoon
covers a lot of ground for character design, sketching process, texture use, and creating vector landscape. It's exactly the kind of tutorials and guides you'd expect as a complete beginner. And it helps that the production value for each tutorial is also top notch! Affinicasts Affinicasts began as an
independent project to publish in-depth tutorials on many of affinity products; Photography, designer and publisher. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the project had to be stopped. It's a big loss for the community, but you can still find some of the Affinicasts content hosted on YouTube. There are
about 70 videos in total, most of which were submitted throughout 2018. So the information in the videos is up to date and fresh for years to come. Affinity Revolution If you've searched Affinity Designer training material before, you may have heard of the Affinity Revolution YouTube channel – it has over
130,000 subscribers! The platform is run mainly by Ezra Anderson, who uses his thoughtful and precise style to teach people how to become better vector graphicists. The link used above the photo shown will take you to the Affinity Revolution Lessons page. While all YouTube videos are free, the
courses require minimal financial investment, but the training material is worth it. The complete guide Are you a graphic designer looking to steer away from Photoshop? Are you an active user of Affinity Photo and want to improve your understanding of graphic design? And maybe you're just someone
who needs an affordable but powerful tool to do modern design work? If you answered yes to any of the above questions, then this Udemy course is just the right one for you! As a student of this course, you were going to learn the inside and out of what it takes to become a confident user of Affinity
Designer. Here's the lesson curriculum: Learn the Affinity Designer user interface and how to improve your workflow. How to create documents for web, print, and other media needs. Create and edit shapes in a way that with your creativity. Learn the techniques for designing complex shapes using
functions, expressions, and reflections. Get a clear understanding of the color and its design results. Understand how to use pen and brush tools. Get a specific experience by designing a professional logo. Explore how to use the mask, but also shading to create really real Vectors. Flat vector illustration
There are several reasons why we recommend exploring this tutorial, in addition to the nature of long format (30+ minutes) and clear formatting. First of all, it is a sponsored tutorial by Serif (manufacturer of Affinity products), and secondly, it is written by an experienced designer who has been in the
industry for many decades. And despite the tutorial bein sponsorship, it is not written in a way that promote or advertise the product. All this together makes this one of the best courses for affinity designer newcomers. You are going to learn how to create a flat vector display, just like the one shown in the
photo above. To create something this pixel-perfect, you need to get some new skills along the way. And that's exactly how this tutorial is structured, from one technique to another – showing you how to do it. iPad Pixelmator tutorials, Procreate, these are common names when talking about iPad design
applications. But no one has dared to go the distance that Serif has with their iPad affinity designer release. This is not just an app, but a complete vector editing experience on a tablet! Now you can work on your business projects even when you're away from your desktop device! This section introduces
you to some of the best tutorials, so you can start unleashing your creative spark. If you have used desktop software before then getting started is going to be quick and easy. Official iPad Tutorials Just as with the Desktop version, Affinity has provided an adequate library of video learning for iPad affinity
too. This collection of video tutorials dives deep into pretty much everything there is to know about the application. After wrapping the videos in this resource, you should be on track to plan things by yourself. Designers who have used the app have left delirious reviews about its simplicity, and how
effortless it is to achieve a pitch-perfect design structure. Design with iPad Are you new to digital design, but love the idea of it? Looking for alternative software for your desktop tools? Maybe you're excited about creating art, graphics, and other design elements to promote them? There has never been a
better time to get into graphic design thanks to such a wide variety of tools available. Affinity Designer for iPad is a real game-changer for all carrier designers. And this lesson will show you how big a game changer it really is. In total, this course provides more than 9 hours of content, more than 80
courses available for immediate access. And you can always ping the author to get his support or stamp of approval for a particular thing you're working on. This amazing affinity designer iPad will of course teach you: Basics of Using Designer on your iPad. Drawing techniques for shapes, text, lines, and
colors. Texture design and and to create beautiful textures. Modern and elegant techniques for creating neon-glow effects. Process guides for creating a set of Emoji icons. Pinstriping using vector-based art. .. and a ton more! Create a simple wallpaper This tutorial will show you how to create beautiful
wallpaper for use on your iPad device. The entire tutorial is based on the design process within an iPad using Affinity Designer. You will do this like creating vectors, and combining those vectors with raster images and more. Don't make any mistakes; this is a fairly detailed tutorial that is going to prepare
you for many of the basic/intermediate functions of the iPad app. Last but not least, make sure you explore other TutsPlus tutorials as they tend to keep them up to date on a frequent basis. Additional: Inspiration for your next project If you don't find the motivation and inspiration for a new idea, you might
want to bookmark the following platforms. These will give you a lot of ideas and perspective on what other designers are creating using Affinity Designer, but also other vector design software. Ui Pattern UI Pattern Hub is a platform created to help designers share and find new inspiration for their next
project. Although the name implying the user interface quite strongly, UI Pattern Hub is popular with designers from many different niches. E.g., Designers working with typography, logo design, graphic design, UX, etc. Designpiration Designspiration takes photos, graphics, and other visuals through every
corner and corner on the internet. The site acts as a digital portfolio for the best designs that people have created. The ui is kept clean with a strong emphasis on highlighting only the photo section of each drawing. For each photo, there is also a short description and an additional link showing where the
original photo came from. The search function is extremely capable, and you can easily search for designs for your specific keywords, including the likes of vector and graphic design. This is an invaluable asset to use whenever you feel like your creative juices are running out. Dribble, and finally, you've
got Dribble. This is a no-brainer to add to your bookmarks. Known for its professional and strong community, Dribbble has a lot to offer young and veteran graphic designists. The website pulses with lively energy, competitive spirit, but a heartfelt welcome from all members of the community. Here you can
find not only inspiration, but also Make new friendships, set your design goals, and who knows – maybe land a fantastic job opportunity one day! Conclusion The software is surprisingly easy to use! Make sure you subscribe to other designers on YouTube as this seems to be one of the most consistent
sources of new tutorials and resources. In addition to this, please enjoy this collection, and good luck with creating greatness! Then check out out design tools. Tools.
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